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Instructions dated Aug. 17, 1951.

The small patches of topography shown on this sheet are the result of single set-ups at main scheme triangulation stations for the purpose of showing the triangulation stations with respect to prominent topographic features. *

On the section showing stations High and Elliott traverse was run between stations Elliott and High and from Elliott along the road. All of the work shown was done on 1:5000 scale.


APPROVED:

E. H. Bernstein.
Lieutenant, U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey.
Chief of party.

* The intention was to show the nearest cross roads if possible and to accurately locate such features as would make it possible to spot the stations on air photographs. All the inserts are oriented in position by azimuth lines determined by triangulation. (See report for Sheet "F").

The inserts for stations High and Applegarth show changes in features which require chart corrections, (Chart No. 1224). This subject is taken up in a special report.

E. H. Bernstein
Chief of Party.
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